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We solve a combinatorial problem that arises in determining by a method due to Engeler lower 
bounds for the computational complexity of algorithmic problems. Denote by Gd the class of 
permutation groups G of degree d that are iterated wreath products of symmetric groups, i.e. 
G = S&_ l * ... t&j0 with fl::i d; = d for some natural number h and some sequence (do, , dh 1) 
of natural numbers greater than 1. The problem is to characterize those G = s& ~, * ... * sdo in Gd 
on which k(G):=loglG~/max,,,,,_, log(di!) assumes its maximum. Our solution consists of two 
necessary conditions for this, namely that dosdl< ... sdh and that dh is the largest prime divisor 
of d. Consequently, if d is a prime power, say d =ph with p prime, then a necessary and sufficient 
condition is that di = p, 0 s i I h - 1. 
Given a field E and a subfield F of E the Galois group of the field extension (E, F) 
is the group of automorphisms of E that fix F pointwise. A. Robinson [4] has 
extended the concept of Galois group to model extensions and Engeler [2] has con- 
sidered model extensions (M: M) of the following kind: We are given a combina- 
torial problem @, an elementary operation Y and a ground model M that does not 
contain any solutions of @. We assume that all solutions of @ can be obtained by 
repeatedly executing the elementary operation Y. Then M’ is the smallest model 
extension of M that contains all solutions of M. (In field theory @ is a polynomial 
equation, Y is a family of binomial equations, M is the ground field and M is the 
splitting field.) The complexity k of the problem @ relative to the elementary 
operation Y is the minimal number of times that Y has to be executed in order to 
obtain all solutions of @. If G(Q) denotes the Galois group of the model extension 
(M’,M) and G(Y) denotes the Galois group of the elementary operation then 
Engeler [2, 9.21 has shown that log IG(@)// max log IG(Y)l is a lower bound for k 
where the maximum is taken over all instances of Y that have to be executed in order 
to obtain all solutions of the given instance of F. 
In several applications [l, 3) of this result G(0) is an iterated wreath product 
sdh-, 
* ... *Sdo of symmetric groups, the G(Y) are the factors of the wreath product 
and the degree d = nfrd di of G(a) can be considered as problem size. The formula 
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for the lower bound then specializes to 
where dmaw:=maxo5,5h_, di on the group G=&,_,*-..*SdO. We denote by Gd the 
set of (isomorphism classes) of permutation groups G which are iterated wreath 
products Sdh ~, * ... * Sdo where h is an arbitrary natural number and do, . . . , dh ~, are 
natural numbers greater than 1. Thus G2 = {S,}, G3 = {S,}, G4 = {&, S2 *S,}, 
G5 = {S,}, G6= {S,, S3 *SZ, S,*S,}, etc. Thus k can be considered as a function 
k : Gd + N which assigns to G the value k(G). Then to characterize those groups G 
in Gel on which k attains its maximum amounts to characterizing those G in Gd for 
which the Galois theoretic method described above yields the largest lower bounds. 
This is the task that is solved in the following. 
Lemma 1. We have 
h-l 
l"gisdh_, *...*SdOl= C lOg(d;!)‘d dj. ,=O J=o 
Proof. We proceed by induction on h. For h = 1 the assertion is easily verified. 
Assume that it holds for h = n. Then 
n-1 
l"giSdn *...*SdOl=lOg(dn!) n dj+lOgJSd,~,*...*Sd,~) 
J=o 
n-l n-1 ,-I 
=log(d,!) n dJ+ c log(d;!) n dl 
,=o I=0 J=o 
=,co log(d,!) Ia 4. 
b3nItIiI2. LetG=Sdh_,*...*Sdo, letOsrss<h-1 andlet 
Then we have 
k(G)-k(G’) = ‘=’ 
Isds*sd,_,*'- *sd,+,*sd,l 
log(&,x!) log ~Sd,*Sdc~,*~~~*~dr+,*~d~~ 
Proof. We have 
r-l r-l 
k(G)=(l/log(d,,,!)) C log(d;!) n dj 
,=O J=o 
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and r-l I-I 
k(G’) = (l/lOg(d,,,!)) C log(dil) n dj 
,=O /=O 
r-l s- I i-l 
+log(d,!)lnod,+(d,/d,) ,=F+, 10g(d~!),~od, 
s-1 h-l 1-I 
+log(d,!)(d,/d,)ndj+,=~+, lW(d~!)l~od, . 
> 
Hence, 
( 
r-1 
k(G)-k(G’)= n dj/log(&,xl) 
,=o >( 
i log(d;!) ‘d dj 
,=r ,=’ 
s-l 1-I 
- log(d,!)Pd, ;=F+, log(di!),=~+, 4
.7- I 
- 4 log(dr !I ,=v+, 4 > 
Corollary 1. Using the notation of the preceding lemma let s = r + 1. Then we have 
k(G’)>k(G) iff d,>d,. 
Proof. Set a := (nJ’_b dj)/lOg(dm,,!). 
If d, > d, set d : = d, - d, . Then by the preceding lemma 
k(G)-QG’) =a log(lS~,~*S~,I/lS~,*S~,l) 
= a log(d,! dy!dr/(d,! d,!ds)) 
= a log(d,,! d,+d-‘/(d,+d)ldS+) 
In the fraction under the logarithm both the numerator and the denominator consist 
of d(d,y- 1) factors larger than 1. Each factor of the numerator is smaller than or 
equal to d, and each factor of the denominator is larger than d,. It follows that the 
fraction is smaller than one. Thus its logarithm is negative. As a is positive we have 
k(G) - k(G’) < 0. 
If d, = d,, then obviously k(G) = k(G’). As a 2 1 we have k(G) -MC’) = 0 implies 
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Setting again d = d, - d, this yields 
d lcdS+d-l)=(d,+d)!dS-l or d$-%-fi (d,+j)+‘. S’ 
j=l 
But this is only possible if d = 0 or d, = 1. 
If d,<dS set 
di 
di:= 
( 
iffiE{O ,..., h-l}-{r,s}, 
d, iff i=r, 
d,. iff i=s. 
Then d: > d,’ and it follows that k(G) >k(G’). 
Corollary 2. Let G = Sdh_ 1 * ... * Sdo with #‘iO’ di = d. If k assumes its maximum on 
GdatG, thendi<diforO~iSjSh-l. 
Proof. This follows by proving the contraposition of the assertion with induction 
on j - i using the preceding corollary. 
In the following lemma we use the notation of the preceding corollary. 
Lemma 3. If k assumes its maximum on Gd at G, then dhP I is the largest prime 
divisor of d. 
Proof. By the preceding corollary we have dh _ 1 = maxOrirh_, di. As di/d, 0 pi I 
h - 1, it follows that dh_ 1 zpmax where pmax is the largest prime divisor of d. 
Assume that dh _ 1 > pmax . Then dh _ 1 is not prime. Hence, we can find a’, a” E N 
with 1 <a’ ~a”< dh_ , and dh_ , = ala”. For brevity, we sometimes write a for dh- r . 
Now there are two possibilities: 
(i) There is a t with 0 < t I h - 1 such that 
(ii) There is no such t, i.e. di = a, O<i zs h - 1. Let us first consider the second 
case. Then 
h-1 h-l 
k(G)= l/log(a!) c ai log(a!) = c a’. 
,=O i=O 
Set G’:=S$‘*S:F where S~:=S,,,*...*S,,,, n factors. Then G’EGdand 
h-l 
k(G’) = l/log(a”!) aniarh log(a”!) + C a’i log(a’!) 
i=o > 
h-l h-l 
= a’h z. aWi + log(a’!)/log(a”!) C a’i ,=O 
h-l h-l 
L iFo ai+ log(a’!)/log(a”!) ;Fo a’j > k(G). 
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LetusnowconsiderCase(i).Setb:=n:=:,dj,a:=dh~,,n:=h-t,~:=Sdt~2*...*Sdo 
andg:=loglGj. Then 
U 
h-l 
k(G) = I/log@!) b c orpt log@!)+ l/&i log(d,_,!) +g 
,=1 > > 
= b(a” - l)/(a- 1) + (b/d,& 1 log(&, !)+&/log(a!) 
We have three subcases: 
(1) a”2a’zd,_,; 
(2) a”r&, >a’; 
(3) d,_, >a”za’. 
In Case (1) set G’:=S~!‘*$‘*Sd,_,*G. Then G’EG~ and 
( 
n-1 
k(G’) = l/log@“!) ba’” c a”’ log@“!) 
t=O 
n-1 
+b c ff’log(a’!)+b/d,_, log(&,!)+f 
i=O > 
n-l 
( 
n-1 
1 b c a;+ l/log(a”!) b c 0’; log@‘!) 
I=0 i=O 
+!I/&_, log(d,_,!)+g 
> 
>/c(G). 
In Case (2) set G’ : = $7 * Sd, _ , * SzY * G. Then G’ E Gd and 
n-l 
k(G’) = l/log@“!) c u”; log(u”!) 
,=O 
n-1 
+bdn/&, log(d,_,!)+b/&, c u’ilog(u’!)+g 
,=O > 
n-l 
Lb c a’+ (bu’“/d,_, log(d,&i!) 
,=O 
n-1 
+b/d,_, c u’~ log(u’!)+~)/log(u”!)>k(G). 
i=O 
In Case (3) set G’ : = Sd, _ , * SiY *Sir * G. Then G’ E Gd and 
k(G’) = l/log(d,_ 1 !) u”W/d- 1 lo&& 
( 
_ 
n-1 
+ u’“b/d,_ * c uzi log(u”!) 
,=o 
n-1 
+b/d,_, c &log(u’!)+g 
t-0 > 
=u”b/d,~,+l/log(d,_l!).(b/d, 
+ (a’” - l)log(u’!)/a’- 1)) +f). 
I!) 
1 (u’“(u”” - l)log(u”!)/(u”- 1) 
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From a > d, _ , and a, d[ _ , E N it follows that a 1 dt _ l + 1. But then we have 
n-l n-2 
c bai-anb/d,P, = b c ai+an-’ -an/drP1 
I=0 ,=O > 
n-2 
= b c a’+aRP’((d,_, -a)/d,_l) 
( ,=O > 
n-2 
,Fo ai-anP’/drP, 5.e. 
> 
Hence, with 
sb(l +a-a2/d,Pl) 
= b(1 +a(d,_, -a)/d,-,) 
5 b(l -a/dtPl) 
= b((d,_, -a)/d,Pl) 
<-b/d,_]. 
z : = b/d, _ , (a”‘(a”” - l)log(a”!)/(a”- 1) + (a’” - l)log(a’!)/(a’- 1)) 
we have 
k(G) - k(G’) = b c ai+ (b/d,- ,)(log(d,- I !))/(log(a!)) +&T/log(a!) 
i=o 
-(a”b/d,m, +z/log(d,m, !)+g/log(d,_, !)) 
<b/d,_, +g/log(a!)- b/d,_ 1 - (z+g)/log(dtP1 !)<O. 
An immediate consequence of the preceding lemma is 
Corollary 3. If d is a prime power, say d = ph where p is a prime number, then k 
*assumes its maximum on Gd at Si” and only there. 
Corollary 2 and Lemma 3 taken together are our main result: 
Theorem 1. Let G = Sdh ~, * .‘. *Sdo with nFIo’ d; = d. If k assumes its maximum on 
Gd at G, then 
(i) d,<d,forO<isjsh-1, and 
(ii) dh ~, is the largest prime divisor of d. 
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